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AUTOMATION ACCESSORY INFO

Video intercom with colour monitor

and wireless handset as well as night

vision and video recording.

INTERCOM

A wide variety of keypad and user

options. Allow users to have their own

codes or give a service person a code

with a specific number of openings.

KEYPAD

Hand held and wall mount remotes.

Additional buttons support varied

opening types such as pedestrian

access only, open only or holiday lock

out.

REMOTES
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A cost effective option for app control

with no ongoing monthly costs. This

works in with many other devices eg:

Siri, Google Home, Apple Watch and

Alexa. Set automatic opening zones

so that the gate opens as you

approach or set specific 

times for the gate to 

be open or closed. 

Talk to us about the 

many other 

applications.

WIF I  APP  CONTROL

Above and below ground loop

detectors that identify when a vehicle

drives over them and triggers the

gate to open.

LOOP  DECTECTOR

A magnetic lock that is used to hold

a gate locked in the closed position.

Excellent for use in high wind zones.

MAG  LOCK

An app that allows you to control and

view the status of your gate at ease

from anywhere. Opening options are

endless; you can use the app, text or

call the gate. Easily add and remove

usage rights for other users including

set time periods, certain amounts of

use, or a one off code to text for a one

time event. Talk to us about the many

other applications.

3G  APP  CONTROLMuch the same as a Safety Beam

but covering a larger area. Often

used in situations where extra safety

is required.

BARRIER  CURTA IN

SENSOR

Safety devices used to detect if a

vehicle, person or object is in the

field of the gate.

SAFETY  BEAMS

A light mounted on or near the gate

to warn others that it is operating

and to remain clear of the area.

FLASHING  L IGHT

An additional safety feature that

attaches to the frame of the gate

and post. Any pressure 

against the sensors 

would cause the 

gate to re-open. 
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